International collaboration and program reflection

Abstract
Throughout the course of spring quarter, our school as well as WuYi and Amity university led
multiple group workshops that allowed us to focus on the importance of tea, culture and health
worldwide. With the assistance and guidance of our professors and facilitators, many different
sub groups had been created in order for all students to focus on a topic that they felt passionate
about and research with other students that shared the same interests.While I had some initial
thoughts on joining other groups that were created to represent the beauty of each culture’s visual
arts and the importance of storytelling, I chose to participate within the cooking workgroup as I
saw an array of possible methods me and classmates could intertwine our culture’s dishes in a
fun and educational way that would initiate possible participation for everyone who we would
present our projects to. We finalized our symposium project to be a multicultural menu that dealt
with three different course meals from the US, India and China while giving instructions on how
to prepare each dish.

Our project was titled “The International Menu” and including myself and Michael Wester who
worked from the Evergreen State college in the US, Yang Wenfei (Gabby), Zeng Yating (Della),
Chen Lui (Angel) who worked from WuYi University in China , and Samrat Deb, and Neha
Shahre from Amity University in India had collaboratively worked on this assignment. We had
initially started discussing possible cooking workshops that dealt with the topic of health and
how each dish contributed to striving for a health benefit through the many ingredients that were
chosen, but believed that route would be a bit ambitious and time consuming for our final
project, and so through many different asynchronous meetings as well as class meeting we
shared, we came up with the idea of creating a menu that shared a personal significance to our
country and culture, as well as writing down a recipe and adding instructions in the menu for
others to be able to try and make the dishes themselves, given how we could not present these
dishes in person, we wanted to incorporate other students in our projects by allowing them the
chance to try to cook the meals themselves. We were able to communicate mostly through email

and zoom meetings, and gave great examples of possible dishes and project designs each time we
met up to discuss our presentation process. While also working hard on the project, we allowed
ourselves time to get to know each other and build great friendships that went beyond only
working together in class. We got to talk a little about ourselves each time as well as what our
future goals are and how we are currently doing as students in the midst of a pandemic, and how
it affects us differently, wishing the best for each other. The overall process of working through
an online cross-cultural exchange has definitely been such an amazing experience that taught me
many great aspects of working through challenging circumstances. Learning to be patient and
understanding as well as persistent and communicative were key elements to making our final
project a success, and coming out with an outcome that we were all satisfied to present. It
allowed all of the members of our group to work through at each of our own pace while not
falling behind due to time differences in each country. And with China’s students volunteering to
design our menu’s layout, we each sent our project’s proposal to them and discussed editing and
finalizing together. Our project could not have come out any better I believe.

And even after the two day symposium, and after our group presented our project to all the
students and staff from each university, I was greeted by amazingly sweet words of
encouragement from my workmates and knew that this whole process was worth doing with
them. I know for sure that if the opportunity arises in the future, I would love to work with each
individual that helped me succeed during this quarter in finishing this assignment wonderfully.

I found myself not only thanking my group for the amazing work that they created, but all the
other groups and their amazing projects as well as the faculty’s amazing tea workshops on our
last day. We as a whole discussed the importance of tea in each culture, whether it was the
meanings and health benefits it has and the impact on an individual scale to the many varieties it
has all around the world. We discussed health, and specifically the effects of covid for each
individual country as well as the nature of autism in each country and how certain individuals are
affected more than others during their whole lifetime to recent times as well. We learned about
music, art and the importance of spring for each country; how we see and perceive our
surroundings as a new season blossoms. All of the presentations as well as the tea making
workshops presented in the two day long symposium were such an amazing and educational
experience that taught me new worldwide perspectives and reasonings, and for that I am truly
grateful to have been part of such an amazing journey of learning with great students and

professors. I wanted to give a bit of an art piece that represented my curiosity and amazement
during the symposium.

